Southern History in Periodicals, 1998:
A Selected Bibliography

This classified bibliography includes most scholarly articles in the field of southern history published in periodicals in 1998 except for descriptive or genealogical writings of primary interest to a restricted group of readers. Since some journals were not published on schedule in 1997, articles from them were not included in the May 1998 issue of the Journal. The present listing includes these late journals with a bracketed notation that the article was published in 1997, or earlier, if appropriate. Entries under each heading are arranged alphabetically by author.

GENERAL AND UNCLASSIFIED
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Volume LXV, No. 2, May 1999


AFRICAN AMERICAN


LEE J. ALSTON and KYLE D. KAUFFMAN. Up, Down, and Off the Agricultural Ladder: New Evidence and Implications of Agricultural Mobility for Blacks in the Postbellum South. *Agric. Hist.*, 72, Spring, 263–79.

DOUGLAS ANDERSON. The Textual Reproductions of Frederick Douglass. *Clio*, 27, Fall, 57–87.


SAMUEL R. CONNOR. Cleburne and the Unthinkable [Confederate General’s proposal to arm the slaves]. *Civil War Times Ill.*, 36, February, 45–47.


ABBY L. FERBER. Constructing Whiteness: The Intersections of Race and


ROBERT GODDARD. Agricultural Worker as Archetype in West Indian and African American Literature. *Agric. Hist.*, 72, Spring, 509–20.


Lu Ann Jones. In Search of Jennie Booth Moton, Field Agent, AAA. Agric. Hist., 72, Spring, 446–58.


LAWRENCE EDWARD KIGHT. “The State is on Trial”: Governor Edmund F. Noel and the Defense of Mississippi’s Legal Institutions Against Mob Violence [early 1900s]. *Jour. Miss. Hist.*, 60, Fall, 191–222.


ANNA LILLIOS, ed. Special issue on Zora Neale Hurston *Sou. Quar.*, 36, Spring, 6–102.


MANNING MARABLE. The Black Radical Congress: Revitalizing the Black Freedom Movement [hist. essay that turns into new civil rights manifesto]. *Black Scholar*, 28, Spring, 54–70.


MARY GAMBERRELL ROLINSON. Community and Leadership in the First Twenty Years of the Atlanta NAACP, 1917–1937. *Atlanta Hist.*, 42, Fall, 5–21.


AMILCAR SHABAZZ. One for the Crows and One for the Crackers: The Strange Career of Public Higher Education in Houston, Texas [deseg. at University of Houston and Texas Southern University]. *Houston Rev.*, 18, no. 2 [1996], 124–43.


C. CALVIN SMITH. Serving the Poorest of the Poor: Black Medical


ESTHER TERRY, MICHAEL THELWELL, BILL STRICKLAND, JUDY RICHARDSON, and STOKELY CARMICHAEL/KWAME TURE. From Stokely Carmichael to Kwame Ture: “Tribute to a Life of Struggle” [speeches from April 14, 1997, at University of Massachusetts, Amherst honoring Carmichael/Kwame Ture; part of a special issue on Carmichael]. Black Scholar, 27, Fall/Winter [1997], 2–31.


WILLIAM LAW WATKINS. Harvey Gantt Enters Clemson: One Lawyer’s Memories. Carologue, 14, Autumn, 8–15.


ROBERT E. ZABAWA and SARAH T. WARREN. From Company to Community: Agricultural Community Development in Macon County, Alabama, 1881 to the New Deal. Agric. Hist., 72, Spring, 459–86.


AGRICULTURAL

LEE J. ALSTON and KYLE D. KAUFFMAN. Up, Down, and Off the Agricultural Ladder: New Evidence and Implications of Agricultural Mobility for Blacks in the Postbellum South. Agric. Hist., 72, Spring, 263–79.


ROBERT GODDARD. Agricultural Worker as Archetype in West Indian and African American Literature. *Agric. Hist.*, 72, Spring, 509–20.


LU ANN JONES. In Search of Jennie Booth Moton, Field Agent, AAA. *Agric. Hist.*, 72, Spring, 446–58.


ROBERT E. ZABAWA and SARAH T. WARREN. From Company to Community: Agricultural Community Development in Macon County, Alabama, 1881 to the New Deal. Agric. Hist., 72, Spring, 459–86.


AMERICAN INDIANS


CHRISTOPHER A. BERGMAN, DONALD A. MILLER, JOHN F. DOERSHUK, KEN

LOUIS COLEMAN. “We are making history”: The Execution of William Going [account of the last execution under Choctaw law in 1899]. Chron. Okla., 76, Spring, 38–47.


BOB REA. The Washita Trail: The Seventh U.S. Cavalry’s Route of March to and from the Battle of the Washita [1868]. Chron. Okla., 76, Fall, 244–61.


MICHAEL TOWER. Fred Tecumseh Waite [1853–1895]: The Outlaw Statesman [former outlaw, became atty. gen. of Chickasaw nation]. Chron. Okla., 76, Summer, 190–217.


GARY ZELLAR. Occupying the Middle Ground: African Creeks in the First Indian Home Guard, 1862–1865 [Af. Am. (former slaves and free blacks of Creek and Seminole nations) soldiers in the U.S. Army during the Civil War]. Chron. Okla., 76, Spring, 48–71.

BIBLIOGRAPHY AND HISTORIOGRAPHY


KIMBERLY S. HANGER. Introduction: Words and Deeds: Racial and Gender Dialogue, Identity, and Conflict in the Viceroyalty of New Spain [intro. to special issue on this topic]. Americas, 54, April, 483–89.


ECONOMICS


WILLIAM LEVERNIER and JOHN B. WHITE. The Determinants of Poverty in Georgia’s Plantation Belt: Explaining the Differences in Measured Poverty Rates. _Am. Jour. Econ. and Sociol._, 57, January, 47–70.

ALEX LICHTENSTEIN. Was the Emancipated Slave a Proletarian? _Reviews Am. Hist._, 26, March, 124–45.


CHARLES E. PARRISH and LELAND R. JOHNSON. J. Stoddard Johnston Versus
the Army Engineers on Canalization of the Kentucky River [1880s–90s]. *Filson Club Hist. Quar.*, 72, Jan., 3–23.


LABOR

JAMES PAUL BAILEY. “Standing Out for Their Rights”: Industrial Strikes in Oklahoma in the 1930s. *Chron. Okla.*, 76, Fall, 298–317.


GLENN FELDMAN. RACE, CLASS, AND NEW DIRECTIONS IN SOUTHERN LABOR HISTORY. ALA. REV., 51, APRIL, 96–106.

JAMES N. GREGORY. SOUTHERNIZING THE AMERICAN WORKING CLASS: POST-WAR EPISODES OF REGIONAL AND CLASS TRANSFORMATION [ARTICLE, 3 COMMENTARIES, RESPONSE]. LABOR HIST., 39, MAY, 135–54.


SYMPOSIUM ON TERA HUNTER: TO ’JOY MY FREEDOM [5 COMMENTS PLUS RESPONSE]. LABOR HIST., 39, MAY, 169–87.


LEGAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL


LAWRENCE EDWARD KIGHT. “The State is on Trial”: Governor Edmund F. Noel and the Defense of Mississippi’s Legal Institutions Against Mob Violence [early 1900s]. Jour. Miss. Hist., 60, Fall, 191–222.


FORREST MCDONALD. Original Unintentions: The Franchise and the Constitution, Mod. Age, 40, Fall, 344–51.


JOHN WERTHEIMER, BRIAN LUSKEY, et al., “Escape of the Match-Strikers”:


**MILITARY AND NAVAL**


PETER S. CARMICHAEL. Who’s to Blame? [for South’s defeat at Gettysburg].
Civil War Times Ill., 37, Aug., 54–62.


Civil War: The Early Battles [intro. plus 4 articles], Civil War Rgmts., 5, no. 4 [1997].

MERLE T. COLE. Defending Baltimore During the “Splendid Little War.” Md. Hist. Mag., 93, Summer, 158–81.


JOHN M. COSKI and DANIEL F. JASMAN JR., eds. Treasures from the Archives: Select Holdings from the Museum of the Confederacy [3 sets of documents and a research guide to regimental resources], Civil War Rgmts., 5, no. 1 [1996].

DAVID F. CROSBY. The Wrong Side of the River [skirmish bet. pro-Union German Texan militiamen and Confed. partisan rangers in 1862 along the Rio Grande], Civil War Times Ill., 36, February, 48–54.

JOHN KELLY DAMICO. Confederate Soldiers Take Matters into Their Own Hands: The End of the Civil War in North Louisiana. La. Hist., 39, Spring, 189–205.


CHARLES A. EARP. Death of a Soldier [letters by Issac W. Lashley pub. posthumously in 1864]. Md. Hist. Mag., 93, Fall, 348–52.


CHRIE E. FONVILLE JR. “Making the Obstinate Stand”: The Battle of Town Creek and the Fall of Wilmington [N.C.]. Civil War Rgmts., 6, no. 1, pp. 27–55.


ANGELA LEE. Fighting with ’Kilcavalry’ [1864 battle in Waynesborough, Ga.]. Civil War Times Ill., 37, June, 62–75.


BILL MCCARTHY. One Month in the Summer of ‘63: Pittsburgh Prepares for the Civil War. Pittsburgh Hist., 81, Fall, 118–33.


STANLEY S. MCGOWEN. The Spanish Retreat from the Mississippi Valley, 1763–1795: Historical Fact or Misinterpretation? Jour. West, 37, July, 83–89.

GARY R. MORMINO. Tampa’s Splendid Little War: Local History and the Cuban War of Independence [1898]. Mag. of Hist., 12, Spring, 37–42.


MARK E. NEELY JR. “Unbeknownst” to Lincoln: A Note on Radical Pacification in Missouri during the Civil War. Civil War Hist., 44, Sept., 212–16.


BOB REA. The Washita Trail: The Seventh U.S. Cavalry’s Route of March to and from the Battle of the Washita [1868]. Chron. Okla., 76, Fall, 244–61.


DANIEL J. SALEMSON, ed. “to spend some time as a missionary among the colored people”: The Civil War Writings of an Indiana Quaker in the South. Southern Friend, 20, Spring, 5–75.


SCOTT M. SHERLOCK. The Lost Order and the Press [Lee’s order re. deployment of troops in Md.]. Civil War Rgmts., 6, no. 2, pp. 174–76.


TOMMY STRINGER. Air Activities of Texas: A Small Town’s Contribution to the Big War [Air Activities was Corsicana air field prog. to train pilots for WWII]. East Texas Hist. Jour., 36, no. 2, pp. 10–21.


———. “We must do the best we can”: The Civil War Letters of Albert Chipman, 76th Illinois Infantry: Part 2. Mil. Hist. of the West, 28, Fall, 185–223.

WILEY SWORD. The Other Stonewall: The Short Life and Brilliant Career of Patrick Cleburne [1828–1864]. Civil War Times Ill., 36, February, 36–44.


JERRY THOMPSON. “Gloom Over Our Fair Land”: Socorro County During the Civil War. N.M. Hist. Rev., 73, April, 99–119.


The Wrath of Sherman [special issue: 4 articles on Sherman’s 1864 campaign]. Civil War Times Ill., 37, Oct.


GARY ZELLAR. Occupying the Middle Ground: African Creeks in the First Indian Home Guard, 1862–1865 [African American (former slaves and free blacks of Creek and Seminole nations) soldiers in the U.S. Army during the Civil War]. Chron. Okla., 76, Spring, 48–71.

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT


ALWYN BARR. Reconstruction Change and Continuity in Brazoria County, Texas. Houston Rev., 18, no. 2 [1996], 114–23.


JOHN DAVID BLADEK. “Virginia Is Middle Ground”: The Know Nothing Party


NATALIE DAVIS. Follow the Money [Ala. politics]. Sou. Cult., 4, Spring, 62–70.


JIM FAY. Lincoln and Douglas at the Bryant Cottage [pre-debates mtg. of July 29, 1858]. Lincoln Herald, 100, Spring, 11–28.


ROBERT H. FOWLER. Mouth of the South [N.C. Governor Zebulon Vance]. Civil War Times Ill., 37, June, 46–52, 76.


COLE BLEASE GRAHAM JR. Between a Rock and a Hard Place: South Carolina’s Republican Presidential Primary [20th cent.]. Sou. Cult., 4, Spring, 43–51.


FERREL GUILLORY. The Culture of Southern Politics [intro. to 8 essays]. Sou. Cult., 4, Spring, 16–18.


MATTHEW MULCAHY. The “Great Fire” of 1740 and the Politics of Disaster Relief in Colonial Charleston. S.C. Hist. Mag., 99, April, 135–57.


AARON D. PURCELL. Undermining the TVA: George Berry, David Lilienthal, and Arthur Morgan. Tenn. Hist. Quar., 57, Fall, 168–89.


MATTHEW SCHOENBACHLER. Republicanism in the Age of Democratic Revo-


**Michael Tower.** Fred Tecumseh Waite [1853–1895]: The Outlaw Statesman [former outlaw, became atty. gen. of Chickasaw nation]. *Chron. Okla.*, 76, Summer, 190–217.


**RELIGION**


DANIEL J. SALEMSON, ed. “to spend some time as a missionary among the colored people”: The Civil War Writings of an Indiana Quaker in the South. Southern Friend, 20, Spring, 5–75.


MIKE WILLIAMS. 100 Years after the Whitsitt Controversy: The Role of B[enajah], H[arvey]. Carroll [Controversy centered on when immersion began as baptism ritual of church]. Baptist Hist. and Heritage, 33, Autumn, 41.


SCIENCE AND MEDICINE


MARIANNE LEUNG. Making the Radical Respectable: Little Rock Clubwomen and the Cause of Birth Control during the 1930s. Ark. Hist. Quar., 57, Spring, 17–32.


CHARLES E. PARRISH and LELEND R. JOHNSON. J. Stoddard Johnston Versus the Army Engineers on Canalization of the Kentucky River [1880s–90s]. Filson Club Hist. Quar., 72, Jan., 3–23.

SOUTHERN HISTORY IN PERIODICALS


R. C. SMOOT. Dreams, Brick, and Mortar: John Sharpe Chambers and the Origins of the University of Kentucky Medical Center [1920s]. Filson Club Hist. Quar., 72, Jan., 42–75.


SOCIAL, CULTURAL, AND INTELLECTUAL


TED ALEXANDER. Destruction, Disease, and Death: The Battle of Antietam and the Sharpsburg Civilians. Civil War Rgmts., 6, no. 2, pp. 142–73.


SHARON LUBKEMANN ALLEN. Dispossessed Sons and Displaced Meaning in Faulkner’s Modern Cosmos. Miss. Quar., 50, Summer [1997], 427–43.


EDWARD E. BAPTIST. Accidental Ethnography in an Antebellum Southern
THE JOURNAL OF SOUTHERN HISTORY


ALMA K. CARPENTER. Haller Nutt: A Correction [Nutt was not a doctor]. Jour. Miss. Hist., 60, Summer, 146–53.


DEREK COHEN. The Culture of Slavery: Caliban and Ariel. *Dalhousie Rev.*, 76, Summer [1996], 153–75.


PAMELA DEAN. “Dear Sisters” and “Hated Rivals”: Athletics and Gender at Two New South Women’s Colleges, 1893–1920 [Sophie Newcomb College and North Carolina Normal and Industrial College; part of a special issue on sport in the American South]. *Jour. Sport Hist.*, 24, Fall, 341–57.


PHILLIP HAMILTON. Revolutionary Principles and Family Loyalties: Slavery’s

DAVID HENIGE. The Melungeons Become a Race [rev. of Brent Kennedy’s The Melungeons; part of a three-article forum on the book], App. Jour., 25, Spring, 270–86.


PAUL ANDREW HUTTON. “Going to Congress and making allmynacks is my trade”: Davy Crockett, His Almanacs, and the Evolution of a Frontier Legend. Jour. West, 37, April, 10–22.


LAWRENCE EDWARD KIGHT. “The State is on Trial”: Governor Edmund F. Noel and the Defense of Mississippi’s Legal Institutions Against Mob Violence [early 1900s]. Jour. Miss. Hist., 60, Fall, 191–222.


Alex LICHTENSTEIN. Putting Labor’s House in Order: The Transport Workers Union and Labor Anti-Communism in Miami during the 1940s. Labor Hist., 39, February, 7–23.


SOUTHERN HISTORY IN PERIODICALS


FRANK McMAHON. Rereading The Outsider: Double-Consciousness and the Divided Self [part of a special issue on works of Richard Wright]. Miss. Quar., 50, Spring [1997], 289–305.


JEFFREY H. RICHARDS. Revolution, Domestic Life, and the End of “Common Mercy” in [Michel Guillaume Jean-de-] Crévecoeur’s “Landscapes”[1776/7]. William and Mary Quar. 3d ser., 55, April, 281–96.


JAMES P. RONDA. Other Countries, Other Maps [expansion of concept of early republic], Jour. Early Rep., 18, Spring, 135–39.

JOHN SAILLANT. The American Enlightenment in Africa: Jefferson’s Coloni-


JAMES BREWER STEWART. The Emergence of Racial Modernity and the Rise of
the White North, 1790–1840 [essay, 3 comments, and resp.]. *Jour. Early Rep.*, 18, Summer, 181–236.

**Helen Lynne Sugarmann.** “He was getting it involved with himself”: Identity and Reflexivity in William Faulkner’s *Light in August* and *Absalom, Absalom*. *Sour. Quar.*, 36, Winter, 95–102.


**Alan M. Tigay.** The Deepest South [art. on Americana, Brazil, and comm. of Confed. descend.]. *Am. Heritage*, 49, April, 84–95.


**Fred Wiemer.** Learning from Oklahoma: Who We Are and Where We Are [19th-cent. built env. and arch. in Okla.]. *Chron. Okla.*, 76, Spring, 72–87.


CHARLES W. WILSON. Ralph Waldo Emerson at the University of Virginia, 1876. *Va. Cavalcade*, 47, Spring, 86–95.

DARLENE WILSON. A Response to Henige [see above; part of a 3-art. forum on Brent Kennedy’s *The Melungeons*]. *App. Jour.*, 25, Spring, 286–96.


BERTRAM WYATT-BROWN. “When the Melancholy Fit Shall Fall”: Modern Southern Writers and Despair. *Psychohistory Rev.*, 27, Fall, 1–18.


URBAN


HARVEY H. JACKSON III. Seaside, Florida: Robert Davis and the Quest for Community. *Atlanta Hist.*, 42, Fall, 41–51.


MARIANNE LEUNG. Making the Radical Respectable: Little Rock Clubwomen and the Cause of Birth Control during the 1930s. *Ark. Hist. Quar.*, 57, Spring, 17–32.


GARY R. MORMINO. Tampa’s Splendid Little War: Local History and the Cuban War of Independence [1898]. *Mag. of Hist.*, 12, Spring, 37–42.


AMILCAR SHABAZZ. One for the Crows and One for the Crackers: The Strange Career of Public Higher Education in Houston, Texas [deseg. at the University of Houston and Texas Southern University]. Houston Rev., 18, no. 2 [1996], 124–43.
LEA STONE WILLIAMS. Boundaries, Boosterism, and Bureaucrats: The Struggle of East Point, Georgia, against Annexation in the 1920s. Atlanta Hist., 42, Fall, 22–33.

WOMEN


LU ANN JONES. In Search of Jennie Booth Moton, Field Agent, AAA. *Agric. Hist.*, 72, Spring, 446–58.


JANE G. LANDERS. Female Conflict and Its Resolution in Eighteenth-Century St. Augustine. *Americas*, 54, April, 557–74.

MARIANNE LEUNG. Making the Radical Respectable: Little Rock Clubwomen and the Cause of Birth Control during the 1930s. *Ark. Hist. Quar.*, 57, Spring, 17–32.


EDWARD STEERS JR. Nancy Hanks. West Virginian? A Review of the Current


